Seasons Blinds
Conservatory Blinds
Technoshade conser vator y r oof blinds is
the only system that moves sideways, unlike
our competitors that operates up and down.
This give us the following advantages.
Easier to open and close as blinds oper ate
over a shorter distance.
Easier to clean as insects can be knocked
or vacuumed down the pleats.
No sag the tendency for a blind to sag
over large expanses will spoil the finished
look of your conservatory roof. Our blinds
never do this, they keep their shape perfectly.
Fewer wires, our competitor s str uggle to
hold up long lengths of fabric with wires and
cords everywhere, we require very few wires
as our blinds use less fabric.
Better fit, we do not need the 100mm top
rail required by other less advanced systems
so we can cover your roof with virtually no
gaps.
No need for unreliable and messy motors
as blinds are much easier to operate.

Call now for a free consultation with our design team on 01926 401123.

The honeycomb fabric we use has both heat retentive and reflective properties, which makes it cool in
the summer and warmer in the winter. We have a large range of colours to suit any décor with white on
the reverse to provide a uniformed appearance when viewed from outside. The fabrics structure allows
us to run the wires inside the fabric, so they are not visible. Conservatory side blinds can be fitted next to
the glass giving a neat finish. This then stops the blind from clattering when the window is open. If our
Smarter blind is not suitable we can offer our unique freehanging system, which you operate by chain to
raise and lower.

High quality blinds direct from the factory.
4Seasons Blinds & Awnings Ltd 39 Millers Road Warwick CV34 5AE.
Tel: 01926 401123 Fax: 01926 409339
Website: www.4seasonsblinds.co.uk Email: info@4seasonsblinds.co.uk

